A flexible communication mechanism is a desirable feature in multiprocessors because it allows support for multiple communication protocols, expands performance monitoring capabilities, and leads to a simpler design and debug process. In the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor, flexibility is obtained by requiring all transactions in a node to pass through a programmable node controller, called MAGIC. In this paper, we evaluate the performance costs of flexibility by comparing the performance of FLASH to that of an idealized hardwired machine on representative parallel applications and a multiprogramming workload. To measure the performance of FLASH, we use a detailed simulator of the FLASH and MAGIC designs, together with the code sequences that implement the cache-coherence protocol. We find that for a range of optimized parallel applications the performance differences between the idealized machine and FLASH are small For these programs, either the miss rates are small or the latency of the programmable protocol can be hidden behind the memory access time, For applications that incur a large number of remote misses or exhibit substantial hot-spotting, performance is poor for both machines, though the increased remote access latencies or the occupancy of MAGIC lead to lower performance for the flexible design, In most cases, however, FLASH is only 2?7.-129T0slower than the idealized machine.
Introduction
The Stanford FLASH (FLexible Architecture for SHared memory) multiprocessor is one of several recent proposals designed to integrate a cache-coherent shared address space and message passing in a single architecture, and to scale cost-effectively from small-scale to large-scale machines [ACD+91, NPA92, NWD93, RLW94] . It achieves these goals by replacing the traditional hardwired node controller with a programmable microcontroller, called MAGIC (Memory And General Interconnect Controller) , that can run different code sequences to implement different protocols. All transactions within a node, both those that are generated locally and those that come from remote nodes, go through MAGIC.
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The flexibility of a programmable controller has several advantages: it simplifies the design and debugging process, allows enhancements of ti-rnctionality, permits experimentation with new protocols, and allows extensive and accurate performance monitoring. Flexibility, however, comes at a cost in performance, since one can always build a hardwired controller that outperforms a flexible one for any given communication protocol.
In this paper, we examine the performance cost of flexibility in the context of supporting cache-coherence on FLASH (the performance of our initial message-passing implementation is discussed in [HGD+94] ).
We compare the execution time of representative parallel applications and a multiprogramming workload running on FLASH to their run time on an idealized machine in which all node controller operations take zero time.
The flexible node controller in FLASH can cause performance loss for two reasons: (i) the direct contribution that the latency of the node controller makes to memory operations such as cache misses. and (ii) the indirect contribution due to contention resulting from the occupancy of the centralized controller. For many types of transactions, the extra latency of the programmable implementation can be hidden behind the memory access time. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. For example, the latencies of remote operations are significantly higher in FLASH. Our experiments show that these increased latencies usually have a small impact on the performance of optimized workloads.
The occupancy of the flexible node controller is also not a bottleneck for well-written parallel applications. When the occupancy does become large, for example in the presence of significant hotspotting, we find that it hurts the performance of FLASH relative to the idealized machine only when the controller occupancy is high and the memory occupancy is simultaneously low. The insights from our experiments highlight the potential bottlenecks in scalable cache-coherent machines.
The next section presents a brief overview of the FLASH architecture. A more complete description can be found in [KOH+94] . Section 3 describes our experimental methodology, the machine models we compare, and the applications we use. Section 4 compares the performance of FLASH and the idealized machine. Section 5 evaluates the effectiveness of various architectural features of FLASH. Section 6 presents our main conclusions.
FLASH Overview
Every FLASH node contains an off-the-shelf microprocessor, its secondary cache, a portion of the machine's distributed memory, and a flexible node controller called MAGIC, as shown in processor, local memory system, 1/0 subsystem, and the interconnection network. As the heart of the FLASH node, MA(GIC is responsible for processing all requests from these interfaces and for implementing the cache-coherence and message-passing protocols.
Flexibility
demands that MAGIC be able to observe and control all system transactions.
MAGIC's central location within the FLASH node satisfies this requirement, but also means that MAGIC can become a performance bottleneck. There are two potential sources of performance loss: the centralized nature of the controller, and the additional processing overhead caused b,y using a flexible controller rather than a hardwired one. The former source is mostly orthogonal to flexibility.
Deadlock avoidance and other issues make the implementation of a decentralized design more difficult, regardless of whether it is flexible. Added latency due to the use of a flexible controller, however, clearly is a performance liability of flexibility.
To be conservative, we assume that one could construct a decentralized, hardwired controller and that all performance degradation in FLASH is a cost of flexibility.
MAGIC
incorporates several architectural features to make protocol processing efficient, as shown in Figure 2 .2. Since protocol processing consists of two largely independent tasks-moving data and updating protocol state-MAGIC separates data movement from control processing, allowing the two tasks to proceed concurrently. The hardwired data transfer logic is optimized for low latency and high bandwidth, while the programmable control macropipeline handles all protocol processing in a flexible, protocol-independent manner. To see how these paths are used to process a message, we first describe the overall flow of a message through MAGIC (we refer to any inter-or intra-node communication as a message). Then we describe the specific architectural features used to enhance efficiency.
When a message enters the MAGIC chip from the processor, network, or I/O subsystem interface (the PI, NI, or 1/0, respectively), it is split into message data and a message heacler. The message data is placed into a data buffer, a cache line-sizt:d (128-byte) on-chip storage element used to stage data as it is passed between interfaces. The message header is initially stored in an incoming queue. The first stage in the control macropipe!line, the inbox, later selects the message header from its queue, preprocesses the header, and passes it to the protocol processor (PP). The PP is a general purpose microprocessor core that is responsible for updating protocol data structures, composing outgoing messages, and controlling the data transfer logic. Outgoing message sends are handled by the outbox, which accepts outgoing messages from the PP and directs them to the proper destination interface unit. There, the outgoing message headers are combined with their associated data from the data buffer and passed to the processor, network, or I/O subsystem.
To avoid the store-and-forward delays associated with transferring large data blocks, the data transfer logic supports pipelined transfers. Each data buffer is tagged with per-word valid bits and is multiported, allowing a destination interface to read the data while the source interface tills the data buffer. This hardware eliminates the need for multiple data copy operations and makes the latency of a data transfer independent of the transfer size.
In addition to pipelining the control and datapath, MAGIC incorporates several other architectural features to enhance effi -
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Incoming Queue Ni I/o I ciency. Fkst, the inbox uses parts of the message header to index into a small associative memory array called the jump table. The  output of the jump table specifies the starting program counter  value for the PP code sequence (or handler) appropriate for the message, as well as whether to initiate a speculative memory operation for the address contained in the message header. These inbox-initiated memory operations are called "speculative" because the data retrieved may not actually be needed (e.g., if the requested data is dirty in a remote processor's cache, the data in memory is not the most up-to-date copy). Issuing the speculative memory operation allows the memory access to begin even before the PP begins processing the message.
Second, to decrease its occupancy, the PP has been optimized for efficient protocol processing. Its instruction set, based on DLX [HP90], has been extended to include bittield insetiextract and branch on bit seticlear instructions.
In addition, the PP is a dual-issue machine, executing a pair of instructions every cycle. To simplify implementation, the PP does not include support for resource conflict detection; all instruction pairs must be statically scheduled to avoid dependencies.
Finally, in FLASH all protocol code and data are maintained in main memory, rather than in separate dedicated storage. To avoid consuming excessive memory bandwidth, the PP accesses this information through the MAGIC instruction cache and MAGIC data cache, respectively. We explore the individual performance effects of these architectural features in Section 5.
Experimental
Methodology and Machine Parameters
The results presented in this paper are gathered from FlashLite, the FLASH system-level simulator. FlashLite is a multithreaded memory system simulator that interfaces to the Tango Lite [Golds93] event-driven reference generator and to the SimOS environment [RV94], It accurately models the latencies and contention effects in the system, using cycle counts and arbitration information from our working Verilog model of MAGIC. The availability of accurate timing information is a crucial aspect of our performance evaluation, since the performance impact of flexibility depends heavily on the cycle counts one assumes.
Machine Models
We simulate the MAGIC design we plan to use in the real machine, including detailed parameters such as queue depths, number of data buffers, and the time to retrieve data from the processor's cache. Table 3 .1 summarizes the queue and buffer sizes in MAGIC, and the consequences of exceeding them. As noted earlier, we assume an idealized implementation for the hypothetical hardwired machine (which we refer to as the ideal machine). Specifically, we replace MAGIC's macropipeline with an idealized controller that can process all protocol operations in zero time. The only delays that the ideal machine encounters are those due to contention for shared resources (such as the processor bus, memory system, and network) and data transfer delays. We further assume an infinite depth for all network and memory system queues, which means that the ideal machine will never stall waiting for queue space to become available. The ideal machine uses the same cache-coherence protocol as FLASH (see Section 3.3). However, because it processes all protocol operations in zero time, its directory implementation is irrelevant and can be thought of as an instantaneous oracle.
Of course, this ideal machine cannot actually be built. Protocol operations would take some time even in a hardwired implementation. Moreover, it is unclear that a deadlock-free implementation can be built without any central serialization of events within a node. However, the protocol overhead and amount of required serialization in a real implementation is subject to debate, and using this idealized model gives us an upper bound on the performance costs of MAGIC's flexibility.
Common Characteristics
Both FLASH and the ideal machine employ the same compute processor, cache, network, and memory system. We assume an aggressive, 400 MIPS compute processor as being representative of state-of-the-art next-generation microprocessors.
Since faster processors issue more memory requests per unit time, our choice of a very fast processor exacerbates the performance costs of FLASH's flexibility. MAGIC operates at its target speed of 100 MHz. Thus, the processor can issue up to four memory requests (peak) during each system clock cycle. All cycle counts we report in the paper are expressed in 10 ns system clock cycles.
The processor is assumed to have blocking reads but nonblocking writes: a write will stall execution only if another miss is outstanding to a line that maps to the same cache index as, but has a different tag than, the current request. A write that maps to the same cache index and has the same tag as an outstanding miss will be merged with that miss and will not stall the processor. The processor cache is two-way set associative, has a line size of 128 bytes, and supports up to 4 outstanding cache misses. In addition, to minimize its miss penalty, the cache assumes critical-word-first data return. The processor implements its own cache control, so MAGIC must issue a processor bus transaction to retrieve data from or perform invalidations to the processor's cache.
Both machines use a 128-byte cache line and a 64-bit path to the memory system. We assume a 14-cycle memory access time for both machines, a figure that is somewhat smaller than the actual memory system latencies of current uniprocessor worksta- tions.] The access time refers to the number of cycles from the time a memory operation reaches the front of the memory controller's queue to the time the first 64 bits of data are retumecl to the node controller. FlashLite models memory system contention accurately.
Any time a message enters the network, it is charged a fixed network transit latency. This latency is based on the average transit time for a two-dimensional mesh network having a per-hop fallthrough time of 40 ns [Inte194]. For our 16-processor simulations, the average message requires latency equivalent to one hop to both enter and exit the network, 2.6 hops of network transit, and 3 cycles of network header information, yielding an average transit time of 220 ns, or 22 cycles.
Memory Latencies and Occupancies
In Table 3 .2, we list the suboperations of a memory request and compare the Iatencies for the actual MAGIC chip to those awumed for the ideal machine. For the ideal machine, the only latencies are those representing data transit or arbitration; all other macropipeIine suboperations are assumed to complete in zero time.
The "varies" entry in the table for PP processing time in FLASH indicates that the time required to service a request varies with the type of request, since different requests invoke different code sequences on the PP. The time to service a request also depends on the directory organization. The initial protocol we will run on the FLASH prototype is the dynamic pointer allocation protocol [Simoni92, KOH+94] . In this scheme, each main memory line has an associated directory header which contains some status bits and a link to a linked list of sharing nodes. Most protocol operations require access to the directory header. Depending on the state of the line and the type of request, a traversal of the linked list of sharers may also be needed.
For accuracy in our performance evaluation of flexibility, we took the hardware suboperation latencies from the MAGIC Verilog model and the protocol code latencies from an instruction set emulator we wrote for the PP and integrated with FlashLite. The protocol handlers that we plan to run on the real PP have been coded in C and compiled using a port of the gcc compiler [Stal193] to the PP architecture. The compiler output is scheduled using PPtwine, a port of the superscalar instruction scheduler originally designed for the Torch project [Smith92] .
Finally, the output of PPtwine is hand-tuned slightly to overcome some limitations in the current software tools. PPsim, the instruction set emulator for the PP, executes the handlers and reports accurate instruction usage statistics and dynamic cycle counts. Table 3 .3 lists the latencies of common memory operations (cache read misses) in FLASH and the ideal machine, assuming no contention. The latency numbers in the table represent the total number of cycles required to service the request from the time the processor detects the miss in its cache to the time the first 8 bytes of data are returned on the processor bus. In addition, for each type of read miss, Table 3 .3 lists the total PP occupancy of all the handlers that must be run to satisfy that miss. These occupancies are further broken down into their individual components in Table 3 .4.
To make the derivation of the latencies in Table 3 .3 more concrete, Figure 3 .1 depicts the suboperations of a local read miss to a clean line for both FLASH and the ideal machine. Note how the MAGIC PP handler time is overlapped almost completely with the local memory access. To the extent that the protocol processing 1. The DEC Alpha 3000, for example, performs a 32-byte cache fill in 180 ns [DEK+92] . The current SPARCStation 10 machines require 1'90 ns to the first word; new models will reduce this time to 160 ns. can be hidden in this manner, the latency of the flexible processing does not impact the total request service latency, and the only possible drawback is the increased latency due to the occupancy of the PP. Unfortunately, the potential to overlap PP processing with memory access is reduced for remote memory operations. Since a remote message requires processing by at least two nodes, the overhead of entering and exiting the nodes leads to a greater discrepancy in the remote memory operation latencies than in the local memory operation latencies.
In addition to latencies incurred when servicing memory references, other protocol transactions also impact PP occupancy in FLASH. Specifically, message types such as invalidation requests, invalidation acknowledgments, and replacement hints do not require memory system access, but servicing these messages can require a significant number of PP processing cycles. The added PP occupancy leads to additional queuing delays, which can increase the latency of subsequent memory operations. In comparison, the ideal machine assumes zero PP occupancy and can service these messages continuously and infinitely fast, avoiding the queuing delays encountered in FLASH. Thus, FLASH has both latency and occupancy disadvantages relative to the ideal machine. Writeback from a remote processor 181
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The Applications
We used two main criteria in choosing the applications for our evaluation: they should be representative of important classes of computations likely to be run on a multiprocessor like FLASH, and they should span a range of memory referencing and communication patterns. Since we intend FLASH to operate in both traditional supercomputing environments and general-purpose multiprogramming environments, we focused on two categories of applications:
parallel scientific applications, and OS multiprogramming workloads. The applications, the computational classes they represent, and the input data set sizes we use for them are listed in The problem sizes we use for the parallel applications are realistic, and would be run on 16-processor machines in practice. However, owing to the costs of simulation, they clearly are not the largest problem sizes one would run. Some of the applications have two important operating points, both of which are representative on modem machines such as FLASH: one in which the important working set of a processor fits in its cache, and the other in which it does not (for example, in a regular-grid iterative computation, a processor's partition may or may not fit in the cache, depending on the size of the grid being used). Simulating the 1 MB caches in FLASH with the problem sizes we use, we are able to capture only the first of these modes, so that we see only the effects of inherent communication, false sharing, and cold misses, but not of misses due to cache capacity.
To capture the behavior in cases where the working set does not fit in the cache, we ran the same applications with two smaller cache sizes: 4 KB and 64 KB. The 4 KB size is smaller than the working set in all cases, and the intermediate 64 KB size is useful because working sets are sometimes not clearly defined with lowassociativity caches [RSG93]. For some applications. the smaller cache simulations either are not useful, or are not representative of any realistic situation that would occur with 1 MB caches on the real machine. As a result, we do not simulate LU or the OS workload with either 64 KB or 4 KB caches, and we do not simulate Barnes with 4 KB caches.
To evaluate the performance of the machines under an OS workload, we use the SimOS environment to capture all code and data references from both the operating system and user-level code, and model the hardware of a multiprocessor in enough detail to boot an operating system and run a workload, The multiprogramming simulations are parameterized with the same CPU and cache model as the parallel application simulations and use FlashLite as the memory system simulator. To remove I/O delays and focus the comparison on CPU and memory system performance, the simulation environment models a zero-latency system disk that can DMA into any node's memory.
The OS workload uses a port of Silicon Graphics IRIX 5.2, an SVR4 Unix-based operating system. IRIX is a symmetric multiprocessing kernel with relatively fine-grained locking that has been optimized for bus-based machines with uniform memory access times. Since larger configurations of our NUMA machines spend more than half their execution time waiting on locks in IRIX, we use only 8-processor configurations for the OS workload. Because IRIX lacks a NUMA memory allocator, we allocate the physical pages of the machine round-robin across the local node memories. On top of IRIX, we ran eight copies of a "make" of a small pro- gram containing two source files. The "make" runs the passes of the C compiler on the sources and links the object files into an executable. This workload was chosen because of its high OS activity-close to 50'%0 of the time is spent in kernel mode. The workload is particularly stressful fortheoperating system, making heavy use of the file system, virtual memory, and process management subsystems.
FLASH versus the Ideal Machine
We now present the results of our simulations for the seven applications described above. In Section 4.1 we discuss the results with 1 MB caches and then, to explore the effects of working sets larger than the cache size, we show results for 64 KB ancl 4 KB cache simulations in Section 4.2. The parallel application experiments are run for 16 processor systems, and the OS workload is run for 8 processor systems. Initial 64-processor parallel application results are discussed in Section 4.5. Table 3 .3 by the distribution in Table 4 .1. With the exception of MP3D, the miss rates for all of the parallel applications were very low (less than 1%). While these miss rates are small, they are representative of optimized parallel applications that make efficient use of FLASH's 12,8-byte cache lines, and whose working sets fit in the cache. Because the applications generate few cache misses, the occupancy of the protocol processor does not impact performance. In fact, the prc)cessor utilization is high enough that the 35?Z0 average difference in CRMT results in only 290 to 107. difference in overall execution time. MP3D, which is our communication stress test, has a much higher miss rate and spends most of its time in the memory system. Particularly because most of the misses are dirty in a remote cache, the execution time of MP3D is 25~0 larger on FLASH than on the ideal machine. However, communication is so high that even the ideal machine performs poorly on this application.
Results with 1 MB Caches
For the six parallel applications, the performance difference can be derived analytically by taking the ratio of FLASH CRMT to ideal CRMT and multiplying it by the fraction of time stalled in the memory system for the ideal machine. Thus, for these experiments, where the working sets fit in the cache, the performance difference between the FLASH and ideal machines is governed solely by their inherent latency difference.
The results for the multiprogramming workload cannot be explained by latency differences alone. The occupancy of the protocol processor is quite high for this workload, reaching a maximum of 39~0. Some of the occupancy increase is caused by MAGIC Data Cache misses, which we discuss in Section 5.2, and the rest by mild hot-spotting in the memory system. Hot-spotting tends to favor the ideal machine in this study, since it results in quetteing delays in the FLASH machine that are not present in the zero-occupancy ideal machine. We examine hot-spotting and occupancy effects further in Section 4.3.
Results with Smaller Caches
Let us now examine the cases where the working sets do not tit in the processor cache by using smaller caches as discussed in Section 3.4. The introduction of substantial capacity misses not only increases the number of misses that must be processed, but in some cases also increases the communication to computation ratio. The cache miss rates and their distributions with the intermediate (64 KB) and small (4 KB) caches are shown in Table 4 .2. As expected, both machines show a significant drop in the processor utilization and a significant increase in the cache miss rate. Because the applications are now spending a larger fraction of their execution time stalled on the memory system, one might expect that the FLASH machine's performance would degrade further from the ideal machine's performance. However, this is not necessarily the case. For example, the relative performance of the FLASH machine for Radix improves with 64KB caches, while that for FFT, Ocean and MP3D remains about the same. The reason is that the distribution of misses now is dramatically different than the distribution when the working sets fit in the cache. As shown in Table 4 .2, in most cases many more misses are satisfied locally, a case for which the latency difference between FLASH and the ideal machine is small. Applications that require high local memory bandwidth thus perform only marginally worse on FLASH than on the ideal machine.
In most cases, the performance differences between FLASH and the ideal machine can still be attributed entirely to differences in latency, by using the CRMT-based calculation in Section 4.1. a. Unlike the other simulations, the OS workload includes the effects of instruction cache misses from both the application md the operating system. The instruction cache miss rate was 0.025% and the data cache miss rate W= 0,32S%0, For Barnes and Oceanz at the smallest cache size, however, PP occupancy begins to impact performance as well. While in these cases the occupancy-induced performance loss is small (less than 2?io), there are other situations in which PP occupancy can have a more substantial effect, as described in the next section.
Effects of PP Occupancy
Applications which are less optimized can have higher PP occupancies than we have seen so far, particularly in the presence of hot-spotting.
However, high PP occupancy in itself does not cause poor FLASH performance relative to the ideal machine. Poor relative performance requires the simultaneous occurrence of high PP occupancy and low memory occupancy at a node. When memory occupancy is high, the latency of the protocol processor can be hidden behind the memory access, and PP occupancy does not substantially impact performance. To demonstrate this, we ran 2. Because of cache conflict problems with a 4 KB cache at 128-byte lines, we used a 16 KB cache for our Ocean simulations. a version of FFT with 4 KB caches that allocated all of its memory from node zero. The PP occupancy of that node was 8 1.6%, but the difference in execution time between FLASH and the ideal machine was only 2.6?Z0because the memory occupancy of node zero was also high at 67.7Y0.
An application in which protocol processor occupancy is much greater than the main memory occupancy is the original port of IRIX we used for our OS workload. This version corresponds to taking IRIX as written for a bus-based machine and running it on a NUMA machine. In particular, it does not allocate pages roundrobin among all the memories on the machine, but rather fills the memory of one node before going on to the next node. The maximum PP occupancy in this case was 81~o while the maximum memory occupancy was only 33%. This Ied to a 29~0 performance degradation for FLASH relative to the ideal machine. Similar results are observed in less optimized versions of some parallel applications, which generate substantial hot-spotting on data that are dirty in a node's cache.
Note that the ideal machine is particularly optimistic with respect to occupancy. For example, to issue five invalidations the PP would be occupied for 5*15 or 75 cycles, while the ideal machine would have no occupancy. A real hardwired implementation would also incur occupancy-related contention, so the degradation we observe relative to the ideal machine is simply an upper bound. Finally, the results for our workloads show that the occupancy of the PP is comparable to the read miss stall time, indicating that it would be difficult to perform protocol processing on the main processor without adversely affecting performance.
Summary of Results
Overall, we find that for optimized parallel applications the performance impact of flexibility in FLASH varies between 2% and 12% over the ideal machine for a range of important computations. In most cases, the performance discrepancies can be traced entirely to differences in latency between the two machines, and PP occupancy does not have a substantial effect. Thus, the performance difference is larger for applications that have many remote misses, and generally smaller when most misses are local and the protocol processing latency can be hidden under the memory access time. The differences become larger when PP occupancy becomes a bottleneck, which we have observed for less tuned applications that exhibit substantial hot-spotting.
Finally, we note that while the flexibility of the PP can lead to occupancy-related problems due to hot-spotting, the same flexibility can be used to dynamically detect hot-spotting situations and provide support for techniques such as automatic page remapping or migration.
Scaling to Larger Machines
We have performed some initial experiments with 64-processor configurations for the parallel applications. To stress communication in these initial experiments, we used the same problem sizes as in the 16-processor runs, so the problem sizes were significantly smaller than might be considered realistic for 64-processor systems. The use of smaller problems drives up the communication to computation ratio and the remote miss rates, and thus reduces the relative performance of FLASH (for example, performance differences were 17~0 for ITT and 12~0 for Ocean, although the difference for LU remained small at only 0.7%). How the relative performance would scale in practice depends on how the problem sizes are scaled-the more the problem size is scaled, the smaller the relative performance difference between FLASH and the ideal machine, For example, scaling the data set size proportionally for the FFT application resulted in only a 12% performance degradation.
MAGIC Architectural Evaluation
As noted in Section 2, MAGIC contains a number of architectural features to accelerate protocol processing. In this section we study the effectiveness of three of these: the speculative memory initiation provision in the inbox, the performance of the MAGIC caches, and the PP architecture extensions.
Speculative Memory Initiation
To achieve low latency for local memory operations, the memory access must be started as quickly as possible. Therefore, for some types of messages, the inbox jump table indicates that a speculative memory operation should be issued even before the PP processes the message. Unfortunately, some of these speculative operations will be useless because the most up-to-date copy of the data may be held in a processor's cache rather than in the node's local memory. Although a useless memory operation does not delay processing of the associated message, it does occupy the memory system for the duration of the access, potentially delaying the initiation of subsequent memory accesses.
To assess the performance impact of useless speculative reads, we ran the set of six parallel applications and our multiprogramming workload with the jump table programmed normally and then with all speculative memory operations disabled. In the latter case, the PP is responsible for initiating the memory access after reading the directory state, and there are no useless memory reads. Table 5 .1 shows the fraction of useless speculative reads as well as the overall performance degradation without speculation for each application.
Speculation is always beneficial, indicating that the delay in issuing the read outweighs any potential disadvantage of useless speculative reads unnecessarily loading the memory system. A second, subtler, point is that the length of the handlers that cause speculative reads are always about equal to or longer than the memory access time. Consequently, even if a speculative memory access is issued in error, it will finish by the time the next handler runs. With small caches the performance advantages of speculation increase because more cache misses are satisfied locally, and a larger portion of the application's execution time is spent in the memory system. Thus applications that require large local memory bandwidth benefit substantially from speculative reads. As mentioned earlier, the protocol processor uses the cm-chip MAGIC data cache (MDC) to reduce the average cost of accessing protocol data structures from main memory. Clearly the performance of the overall machine depends on the hit rate in this cache.
The MDC is 64 KB in size, 2-way set associative, and has 128-byte lines. Since in our initial protocol each directory header (see Section 3.3) is eight bytes, each MDC line can hold 16 directory headers, each of which contains the directory information for one 128-byte memory line. Thus, each MDC line contains the directory headers for 16* 128 = 2 KB of contiguous data. The entire MDC has 512 lines, so the MDC as a whole can hold the directory information for up to 1 MB of data. With this size cache, the MDC miss rates for our parallel application set were too small to affect performance significantly (O.849i0 overall miss rate, 1.43 ?10read miss rate).
To better understand the effect MDC misses could have on the overall machine, we looked for realistic applications that would stress the MDC. Finding these applications was difficult because such a parallel application must have both a pattern of cache misses that stress the MDC, and a very large data set, since the MDC at a node contains protocol information only for data that are allocated in that node's local memory, and therefore about 1/P of the total data set. An application that streams through a per-processor data set of more than 1 MB with unit stride is not sufficient to stress the MDC. This application will miss in the processor cache in 1 out of every 16 processor references (128-byte lines store 16 8-byte values), and the MDC will miss 1 out of every 16 processor cache misses (since an MDC line maps 16 contiguous processor cache lines). But adding one MDC cache miss penalty to every 256 processor references will have only a small effect on total execution time.
A more pathological situation with regular access patterns is one in which a processor traverses a large local data set with stride greater than 2 KB. However, few well-written codes for a ncm-vector machine will do this. A naive matrix transpose would, but in reality a matrix transpose would be blocked to get reuse of long cache lines in the processor cache. Even if the transpose is not blocked, it will require the transpose of a matrix with at least 512 rows per processor (in the two-dimensional case) to generate a significant number of MDC misses, Applications with irregular access patterms also must be considered. Sparse matrix computations are an important example. However, direct sparse matrix solvers would also be blocked and would not cause many MDC misses. Iterative sparse probIems arc essentially matrix-vector product computations in which the matrix is traversed with unit stride, and the vector size per processcm is too small to trouble the MDC.
One interesting application that can potentially stress the MDC is the radix sort program. When the radix is large enough (greater than the number of lines in the MDC), the application generates fairly random write references with large enough stride to use the MDC very inefficiently.
On a parallel machine, the array being written is dktributed among the processors, so that it takes a large problem size to stress the MDC on a machine with more than a few processors. To evaluate the ability of radix sort to stress the MDC, we increased the data set size to 16 MB, used a radix of 2048, and used only one processor. Although the processor cache miss rate was 1.4%, the overall MDC miss rate was 14.9'%0, with a 3070 MDC read miss rate. (The MDC write miss rate is approximately zero since almost all directory operations involve a read-modifywrite on the directory state.) As a result, FLASH ran 14% slower than a uniprocessor with no MDC miss penalty.
Another application that can stress the MDC is the operating system. Our OS workload had an overall MDC miss rate of 4.1 %, and an MDC read miss rate of 8.7?10.One node's PP had an MDC read miss rate as high as 1390. Writebacks and replacement hints cause most of the MDC misses because conflicting lines in the processor cache can also conflict in the smaller MDC. MDC misses and their associated writebacks accounted for 34% of the total memory operations, and were responsible for 2.7% of the 10% difference in execution time between PLASH and the ideal machine shown in Figure 4 .1. These MDC misses increase PP occupancy and hence the latencies of subsequent memory requests.
Although the MDC can affect performance in some situations, our results and the above arguments show that it is not likely to be a performance bottleneck for most applications, particularly on moderate to large-scale machines. Problems can arise when large data sets are run on small-scale machines-but even then only for applications with certain types of irregular, high-stride access patterns-or when protocol operations generate a lot of MDC misses. In these cases, one can always exploit the flexibility of MAGIC to implement a coherency protocol that uses the MDC more efficiently.
PP Architecture Extensions
To speed up common coherence protocol operations, we have extended the PP architecture beyond that of a standard embedded RISC CPU core by adding bitfield inserdextract and branch on bit seticlerrr instructions, and by making the PP a statically scheduled, dual-issue processor. In Table 5 .2 we summarize some statistics which allow us to gauge the utility of the PP architecture extensions. The data in this table are based on our implementation of the full cache-coherence protocol, including all comer cases, deadlock avoidance checks, and other complications.
As the table shows, the total size of the cache-coherence code sequences is about 15 KB, well below the MAGIC instruction cache size of 32 KB. As a result, the only MAGIC instruction cache misses in our simulations are cold misses. In addition, the dynamic dual-issue efficiency and special instruction use are both high, indicating that the typical code sequences make good use of the PP extensions.
The special instructions fall into four general categories: find first set bit; branch on bit set or clear; general ALU field immediate instructions, which specify an immediate operand as a string of consecutive ones or zeros; and field insertion, which overwrites a field in the target with the corresponding field from the source. Table 5 .3 shows the number of DLX instructions that would be required to replace each type of special instruction as well as the time required for the DLX substitution code (as opposed to one cycle for each special instruction, not counting branch delay slots). In general, the substitution code consists of sequentially dependent instructions.
To quantify the effect that the extensions have on overall performance, we modified our compiler so that it generated code that did not use any of the special instructions. We scheduled that code for a single-issue PP, and ran our six parallel applications using that version of the protocol. The average performance degradation with the non-optimized PP was found to be 40~o, and the maximum performance degradation was 1379Z0(for MP3D). Clearly, an optimized PP is essential to minimizing the performance cost of flexibility.
Summary and Conclusions
A flexible node controller offers many advantages: easier debugging, support for a variety of protocols, performance monitoring, and simpler design. To obtain its flexibility, the Stanford FLASH Multiprocessor employs MAGIC, a flexible node controller with a general-purpose processor core. But flexibility comes at a cost in performance relative to a hardwired implementation. The performance loss stems from two sources: the latency that the flexible node controller adds to memory operations, and the contention resulting from the increased occupancy of the node controller itself. We have examined the performance costs of flexibility in FLASH by comparing it to an idealized hardwired implementation in which protocol operations take zero time to process. For a range of important, optimized parallel applications, the performance loss can be attributed almost entirely to the additional latency of the flexible node controller. The latency disadvantage for FLASH is smaller for local misses, where the overhead of the flexible controller can be hidden behind the memory access time, and larger for remote misses where it cannot. Thus, the performance loss is higher for those applications with high communication to computation ratios, and lower for those applications whose main requirement is local memory bandwidth. Overall, we find that the performance impact of flexibility is between 2% -12% for a range of important computations, including an operating system and multiprogramming workload.
The occupancy of the flexible controller is not a performance liability for our optimized parallel applications, but it can become a problem for less optimized applications that exhibit significant hot-spotting. However, we find that the occupancy of the controller is a performance bottleneck only when it is high and the main memory occupancy on the node is simultaneously low. Our occupancy results (even for the optimized parallel applications) indicate that using the main processor to process protocol operations may result in significant performance loss, unless the additional main processor occupancy can be hidden under the memory access time.
While our results indicate that a machine with a flexible node controller can have comparable performance to a machine with a hardwired controller, we found that the optimization we made to MAGIC to make protocol processing efficient were crucial in keeping the performance loss small. These optimization include separating the control and data transfer logic, providing support for speculative memory operations, extending the PP instruction set architecture and making it a dual-issue processor, and extensive pipelining between all units on the chip. We have shown that turning off these optimization has a large adverse effect on overall performance.
Although the flexibility of FLASH results in some performance loss, it also provides a mechanism to detect and alleviate performance problems. By taking advantage of flexibility to optimize the protocol and directory structures, we believe FLASH can be competitive with any real hardwired design. In the future, we would like to perform a detailed comparison of FLASH with a real hardwired implementation.
However, this requires either the availability of an actual hardwired machine or a very detailed paper design that accounts for deadlock issues and other practical concerns.
